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VISION: TO BE THE GLOBAL FORCE
IN INNOVATIVE DATA SOLUTIONS

DISCLAIMERS
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This discussion includes certain statements that may be deemed
“forward-looking statements” that are subject to risks and
uncertainty. All statements, other than statements of historical facts
included in this discussion, including, without limitation, those
regarding FLYHT Aerospace Solutions Ltd.’s (“FLYHT” or the
“Company’s”) financial position, business strategy, projected costs,
future plans, projected revenues, objectives of management for
future operations, the Company’s ability to meet any repayment
obligations, the use of non-GAAP financial measures, trends in the
airline industry, the global financial outlook, expanding markets,
research and development of next generation products and any
government assistance in financing such developments, foreign
exchange rate outlooks, new revenue streams and sales
projections, cost increases as related to marketing, research and
development (including AFIRS 228), administration expenses, and
litigation matters, may be or include forward-looking statements.
Although the Company believes the expectations expressed in such
forward-looking statements are based on a number of reasonable
assumptions regarding the Canadian, U.S., and global economic
environments, local and foreign government policies/regulations
and actions and assumptions made based upon discussions to
date with the Company’s customers and advisers, such statements
are not guarantees of future performance and actual results or
developments may differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those in the forward-looking statements include
production rates, timing for product deliveries and installations,

Canadian, U.S., and foreign government activities, volatility of the
aviation market for the Company’s products and services, factors
that result in significant and prolonged disruption of air travel
worldwide, U.S. military activity, market prices, foreign exchange
rates, continued availability of capital and financing and general
economic, market, or business conditions in the aviation industry,
worldwide political stability or any effect those may have on our
customer base. Investors are cautioned that any such statements
are not guarantees of future performance and that actual results or
developments may differ materially from those projected in the
forward-looking statements.
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in
such forward-looking statements are reasonable, there can be
no assurance that such expectations will prove to have been
correct. The Company cannot assure investors that actual results
will be consistent with any forward-looking statements;
accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on
forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements
contained herein
are current only as of the date of this document. The Company
disclaims any intentions or obligation to update or revise any
forward-looking statements or comments as a result of any new
information, future event or otherwise, unless such disclosure is
required by law.

A Shift In Aviation Driven By 5G Demand
“As we speak, a massive digital revolution is sweeping
across the global airline industry, touching every aspect
of an airline’s business, and especially operations.
FLYHT has been active in this space for over 20 years,
so is better positioned than any competitor to anticipate
the industry’s needs, and to lead this digital wave.”

Barry Eccleston, retired CEO Airbus America

FLYHT delivers Actionable Intelligence to the global
aviation industry to help reach Net Zero targets

Who Is FLYHT
§ 20 year aviation solutions provider
§ 2019 revenue $21 million with EBITDA ~$1 million
§ $31 million current backlog
§ 100 airline customers around the globe
§ Two closely aligned acquisitions completed during the pandemic
§ Pandemic drove need for change

FLYHT Has The Right Tools To Meet Industry Needs
§ The 2019 business is still there, just stalled by COVID
§ Massive opportunities coming from change
- Communications
- Environmental pressures
- Covid pressures
§ Regulatory changes for 5G roll out huge opportunity
§ Strong relationships in China on C919 and ARJ21
§ Reporting for Net Zero regulated in Europe, coming everywhere

FLYHT Is Set Up For Significant Growth
§ Just closed largest order in history, >$7 million @ 86% margin
§ Sales pipeline of more than 15 opportunities of this magnitude
§ Strong financial position to deliver the organic plans
§ 2022 revenue estimated at ~$24 million
§ Existing revenue 45% SaaS @ 65% margin

Edge Drives The Future
§

Major carriers looking for solutions to 2G, 3G, 4G obsolescence (This is a Mandatory Change)

§

2G/3G being discontinued now and 4G soon after

§

Edge retrofit market in the 25k unit range because of 5G demand

§

Edge can run all FLYHT software plus many third-party applications

§

$1 billion opportunity for this marketplace

§

SaaS TAM >40% of total

§

Majors are leading the way because of network distribution

§

Launch customers for Edge imminent

§

Line fit replacement for 2 largest incumbents

Conclusions
§ Large aviation related market driven by regulatory changes
§ Known accepted provider in aviation
§ Team built during the pandemic, ready to participate in the recovery
§ Undervalued stock
§ 2019 revenue $21 million, price $1.80
§ 2022 revenue projected to exceed $21 million, price $0.75
§ Right time, right industry, right team

Why We Are Going To Win
§ Opens us up to SITA’s 18,000 aircraft customer base
§ AWS has very large marketing presence and we have AWS Certified solutions
§ We have 100% referenceable AFIRS customers
§ Edge is “first to market” to meet regulatory change requirements
§ Weather is growth market in ESG
§ Maintenance is every airline’s Achilles heel
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Industry Needs More Action
“I am removing delay codes which have
existed forever because the ‘somebody gets
blamed’ culture does nothing to focus on
doing the right thing for the customer.”

“I don’t want another report, dashboard, email …
We need to change the actions to prevent the
cost, not find out about it later.”

-- Scott Kirby, CEO1

“Caring for the planet led us to set bolder goals for
carbon emissions reductions, seek to change the
market for sustainable fuels, and lead the industry in
waste reduction and recycling.”

-- Diana Birkett Rakow

“If we have an APU running and we are
paying for gate power, I need the station
attendant to explain why or fix the issue.
We have no visibility today and no way to
force an action to fix a problem before it
costs us money.”

VP, Public Affairs and Sustainability

(1) WSJ interview, September 14, 2021
https://www.wsj.com/video/united-airlines-ceo-is-using-data-to-improve-work-culture/57344B72-1F2F-4FAE-B705-B162B222B577.html
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